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Steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) can be

used successfully for brain–computer interfaces (BCI) with

multiple commands and high information transfer rates.

In this study, we investigated a novel affective SSVEP

paradigm using flickering video clips of emotional human

faces, and evaluated their performance in an 8-command

BCI controlling a robotic arm in near real-time. Single-trial

affective SSVEP responses, estimated using a new

phase-locking value variability and a wavelet energy

variability measures, were significantly enhanced

compared with blurred-face flicker and standard

checkerboards. For multicommand SSVEP-based BCI,

affective face-flicker boosted up the information transfer

rates from 50 to 64 bits/min, while reducing user fatigue

and enhancing visual attention and reliability. In the

5–12 Hz flicker frequency range, the strongest affective

SSVEP responses were obtained at 10 Hz. These findings

suggest new directions for SSVEP-based neural

applications, including affective BCI and enhanced

steady-state clinical probes. NeuroReport 22:121–125
�c 2011 Wolters Kluwer Health | Lippincott

Williams & Wilkins.
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Introduction
A brain–computer interface (BCI) is a system able to

identify a limited set of user intentions in near real-time

from brain signal measurements [1]. Such a capability

enables direct brain-based control of executive devices

without the use of muscles. Although a few noninvasive

electroencephalogram (EEG)-based BCI paradigms are

able to offer several independent commands, the steady-

state visual evoked potential (SSVEP)-based approach

[2,3] is especially advantageous with its potential for high

information transfer rates (ITRs), reliability, and design

flexibility, while the necessity for user training is mini-

mized. Selective attention to quickly flickering lights or

patterns, each with its own unique frequency, evokes

precisely synchronized SSVEP responses in the brain [4]

and makes the user intent identifiable. However, single-

trial SSVEP oscillations are very weak and difficult to

detect within a short time span as they are usually buried

in substantial nonstationary ‘brain noise’, some of which

competes in the same frequency band as the stimulus

trains. Another potential problem is that SSVEP re-

sponses are strongly dependent on a sustained attention

effort by the user [5], which leads to fatigue and BCI per-

formance degradation for standard light emitting diode or

checkerboard stimuli.

The main objective of this study is to alleviate these

existing problems by introducing novel visual stimuli to

enhance substantially the brain’s flicker responses and to

improve the performance of SSVEP-based BCI systems.

In an earlier study [6] we investigated the properties of

single-trial SSVEP elicited by very small reversing checker-

boards, and showed that the optimization of their proper-

ties (stimulation frequency, dimensions, pattern type) was

essential for improving the performance of our multi-

command SSVEP–BCI platform used to control reliably the

two-dimensional movement of an object on a computer

monitor. Here, we propose the usage of emotionally charged

face video clips as flicker stimuli to enhance attention and

to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the visual brain

activity. Affective facilitation has been reported for multiple

stages of the visual evoked potential, ranging from 120

to 600 ms [7,8], when viewing emotionally charged static

images (e.g. from the International Affective Picture Sys-

tem [9]). Furthermore, the effect of emotional arousal (and

possibly increased attention) was also shown when the

static affective images were set to flicker at 10 Hz while

viewed [10]. The resulting parieto-occipital SSVEP ampli-

tudes were enhanced compared with viewing neutral

flickering pictures.

In this study our results indicate that positive and negative

face emotions could boost up the measurable single-trial

cortical SSVEP activity. To our best knowledge, we show

for the first time the feasibility of using flickering affective

face video stimuli to achieve enhanced brain responses, and

improved multicommand SSVEP BCI, with higher ITRs

and better human user experience. The SSVEP strength

evaluations in the first set of experiments were performed
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offline by using a new single-trial phase-locking value

variability (PLVV) measure, and verified using a more con-

ventional wavelet energy variability (WTV) measure, where-

as the online BCI platform in the second set of experiments

operated by fast SSVEP narrowband energy estimation.

Methods
Eight healthy participants (four male and four female, age

26 ± 9 years) with no known neurological disorders, and

normal or corrected-to-normal vision, participated in

this study. The participants were fully informed of all

procedures and signed an informed consent, in accor-

dance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and approved

by the Riken Ethics Committee. All participants were

first tested for photosensitive epilepsy, and during the

experimental sessions their EEG patterns were continu-

ously monitored for epileptic spikes. Participants were

seated 1 m from a 4000 liquid crystal display with a vertical

refresh rate of 60 Hz (59.7 ± 0.35 Hz). They were asked

to empathize as much as possible with the observed

emotional states. After each experiment, we recorded be-

havioral measures regarding emotional experiences and

fatigue. We used a short questionnaire for a subjective

self-estimate on a scale from 1 to 10 of the degree to

which each emotion was experienced as depicted on the

screen, and the baseline personal trait emotionality.

The brain signal acquisition was performed using a Biosemi

active-electrode EEG system (Biosemi Inc., Amsterdam,

The Netherlands) with a sampling rate of 512 Hz. Two in-

dependent sets of experiments were performed to evaluate

the basic affective SSVEP brain response, and also the BCI

performance using emotional SSVEP stimuli.

In the first set of experiments, the affective SSVEP

response was studied using a 128-electrode whole-head

coverage. Five different SSVEP stimuli were shown to

each participant: two short flickering video clips (dura-

tion approximately 4 s, dimensions 71� 71 arc, no audio)

with faces of UK actors [11] dynamically depicting posi-

tive and negative emotions of joy and anger on a white

background, and their blurred versions in which faces

and emotions were not recognizable [12], and a standard

reversing 6� 6 checkerboard (video of the stimuli,

Supplemental digital content 1, http://links.lww.com/WNR/
A101 available also on the following web page: http://
www.bsp.brain.riken.jp/Bhova/). Each video stimulus was

shown at five flickering frequencies (5.0, 6.67, 8.57, 10.0,

and 12.0 Hz, at 60 Hz refresh rate) in separate sessions.

These frequencies were measured using the individual

vertical refresh rate of the computer screen during each

recording session. Figure 1 shows an example for a 5 Hz

SSVEP video stimulus.

Each recorded EEG trial was 10 s long and was preceded

by a 2-s blank-screen baseline. The first step of the

offline analysis was the removal of ocular artifacts using

the Unbiased Quasi-Newton Algorithm for Independent

Component Analysis (ICA) [13]. Unbiased Quasi-Newton

Algorithm for ICA was selected after testing the per-

formance of more than 20 ICA algorithms [14] because of

its ability to perform unbiased ICA in the presence of

strongly correlated Gaussian noise in the mixture. Al-

though in our earlier work we performed single-trial

SSVEP estimation using modified quadrature amplitude

demodulation [6], in this study we calculated and com-

pared the performance of two other measures – a single-

trial PLVV f and a single-trial WTV f. Both measures were

designed to quantify individual rapid changes in brain

activity immediately after SSVEP onset. A PLV f [15],

ranging from 0 to 1, is a measure used to represent the

degree of phase stability for a specific frequency f. The

single-trial PLVs used in this study were computed for

each fixed flickering frequency f over time t as follows:

SPLVf ðtÞ¼ 1

N
7
XN

i¼ 1

expðjfFi
EEGðf ; tÞ�Fi

refðf ; tÞgÞ7; ð1Þ

where N = 12 was the number of EEG channels (over

the occipital cortex, in this case), j2 = – 1, and

Fi
EEGðf Þ andFi

refðf Þ were the phases of the normalized

EEG signal si (i = 1yN) and the flicker reference signal

Fig. 1
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A block diagram illustrating the design of a 5 Hz video flicker stimulus,
assuming 60 Hz screen refresh rate and 25 frames per second video
frame rate. Each flicker cycle should span over an integer number of
screen refresh frames to display the stimulus properly. For the flicker
frequency in this example, 12 screen refresh frames/cycle were
required, in which the stimulus was displayed during half of the cycle
(ON), and a blank 50% gray square image of the same size was shown
during the other half (OFF). During each ON-period, a video frame was
displayed for two screen refresh frames, which is the integer ratio of the
screen refresh rate and the video frame rate. Individual video clips were
replayed continuously.
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si
ref , respectively. The reference si

ref , was a sine wave

corresponding exactly to the flicker frequency f of the

visual stimulus. The phase F for frequency f was calculated

using the imaginary and real components of the convolution

of an input signal si with a complex Morlet wavelet W(f):

Fiðf ; tÞ¼ arctan
imag ½W ðf Þ � si�
real ½W ðf Þ � si� : ð2Þ

Using these definitions, the normalized single-trial

phase-locking value variability measure PLLV f was

defined as the ratio:

PLLVf ðtÞ¼ DSPLVf ðtÞ
SPLVf ðt0Þ

; ð3Þ

and DSPLV f(t) in (3) was calculated for each SSVEP

frequency f as:

DSPLV f ðtÞ¼ SPLVf ðt1s
maxÞ� SPLVf ðt0Þ; ð4Þ

where SPLV f ðt1s
maxÞ was the maximum phase-locking

value reached within one second after the onset of the

visual stimulation, while SPLV f ðt0Þ was the baseline PLV

at SSVEP onset t0, driven by the flicker phase reset of the

occipital brain activity. In multitrial studies the PLV

measure is usually computed over several trials, but here

only single trials were evaluated because of real-time

applications such as BCI. The single-trial phase-locking

changes at the onset of SSVEP in this study were

estimated for each sample by measuring the degree of

wavelet phase stability over a block of N occipital

channels, in reference to the phase of a sine wave

corresponding to the frequency of the SSVEP flicker

stimulus.

The second measure we applied to estimate SSVEP was

the single-trial Morlet WTV f that we used to quantify the

normalized energy increase of the brain response at the

flicker frequency during the first second after the SSVEP

onset, in a similar way to PLVV f.

WTVf ðtÞ¼ DSWTf ðtÞ
SWTf ðt0Þ

; ð5Þ

where:

DSWTf ðtÞ¼ SWTf ðt1s
maxÞ� SWTf ðt0Þ; ð6Þ

SWT f ðt1s
maxÞ was the maximum wavelet band energy value

reached within one second after the onset of the SSVEP

stimulation, and SWT f ðt0Þ was the baseline energy value

at SSVEP onset t0.

The goal of the second set of experiments was to study the

effect of affective video stimuli on BCI performance. We

used the energy-based feature extraction approach intro-

duced in our earlier BCI work, which allowed a direct online

evaluation of the proposed affective approach. The compu-

ter display used for BCI was from a compact 1700 notebook

personal computer and eight different emotion-loaded

video clips flickered simultaneously at different frequencies

(5.0, 5.4, 6.0, 6.67, 7.5, 8.55, 10.0, 12.0 Hz, at 60 Hz refresh

rate). Each affective video clip was assigned as an

independent command. The participants directed their

attention during a limited period of time (up to 4 s) to a

selected video stimulus to evoke a response and initiate a

corresponding movement of the robotic arm. The affective

SSVEP-based BCI platform consisted of the following main

modules: 6-channel occipital EEG data acquisition (Bio-

semi), an analysis (signal processing and evaluation) unit,

a stimulus-control user interface, and a multijoint robotic

arm executive device (iARM, Exact Dynamics Inc., The

Netherlands). The BCI analysis module was based on signal

energy measures, as described earlier in detail [6]. For

evaluation purposes, each BCI command was performed at

least three times in random order, and the participant

attempted to execute each specific command as quickly as

possible.

Results
Data analysis showed that occipital SSVEP brain responses

after stimulus onset were stronger when the stimuli

included happy or angry faces (Fig. 2). Statistical analysis

using two-way analysis of variance tests showed that the

SSVEP activity (averaged over flicker frequency) was

significantly dependent on stimulus type (P = 0.0007 for

the phase-locking measure PLVVf and P = 0.002 for the

wavelet energy measure WTVf). Testing specifically for

the effect of emotion, the affective video flicker stimuli

provided significantly stronger SSVEP responses than the

emotionally neutral blurred versions of human faces

(P = 0.0005 for PLVVf and P = 0.0004 for WTV f). How-

ever, we did not detect significant differences in the

occipital SSVEP responses because of emotional valence

only (joy vs. anger, P = 0.61 for PLVV f and P = 0.82 for

WTV f). Furthermore, there were also no statistically

significant differences between the brain responses of

individual participants (P = 0.85 for PLVV f and P = 0.78

for WTV f). The SSVEP frequency response was strongest

for 10 Hz flicker (averaged over all stimulus types), in

agreement with earlier findings [10]. Summarizing the be-

havioral measures for all participants, the degree to which

they identified with the depicted emotions was 7 ± 1.9 for

joy and 5.7 ± 2.2 for anger, whereas the degree of admitted

personal emotionality was 6.3 ± 2.1. Each participant also

stated that he/she did not experience any emotions while

viewing the blurred video stimuli and the checkerboard.

In the second set of experiments, the affective SSVEP–

BCI performance was measured while the participants

operated a robotic arm in near real-time using eight

emotional flickering video clips displayed on the screen

simultaneously (see video of an example of our BCI

system controlling a robotic arm, Supplemental digital

content 2, http://links.lww.com/WNR/A102 available also on the

following web page: http://www.bsp.brain.riken.jp/Bhova/).

The BCI time-delays in the execution of the commands
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were measured for all five types of stimuli used in the

first set of SSVEP experiments. Performance measure-

ments showed that BCI detection was faster for affective

SSVEP than for emotion-free blurred video or reversing

checkerboard stimuli (mean delay 2.7 vs. 3.4 s, and mean

success rate 99 vs. 98%). In addition, emotional face video

stimulation resulted in more stable SSVEP measures over

time, and users reported increased motivation and

reduced fatigue. Using the new affective SSVEP–BCI

paradigm, we achieved mean BCI ITRs of 64 bits/min for

affective face flicker compared with 50 bits/min for

neutral stimuli.

Discussion
The goal of this study was to evaluate the hypothesis that

an emotional-face stimulus component is able to boost up

SSVEP brain activity and contribute to improvements in

BCI performance and reliability measures. We found that

flickering affective videos of joy and anger enhanced sig-

nificantly the visual SSVEP activity in the occipital cortex

compared with their emotionally neutral blurred versions

and standard checkerboards. Emotional face stimulation

also decreased the time delay in the execution of BCI

commands, and increased the mean ITR to 64 bits/min for

our SSVEP-based BCI system. This 8-command BCI

platform was designed and used to control a multijoint

robotic arm with complex movements and tasks mainly

targeted for disabled users.

Our experiments indicated that natural, dynamic video

stimuli may be more efficient than static pictures in

evoking emotions reliably and quickly, and in enhancing

the selective attention during stimulus perception [16].

The affective stimuli we used in this study featured

visually simplified white backgrounds and actor’s faces

depicting emotions in a moderate way, so that extraneous

brain responses [17], inter-participant variability, and

fatigue because of long-term exposure were reduced. We

are currently performing further experiments to evalu-

ate the contributions of face-processing and attentional

components of the affective SSVEP brain response. We

may investigate the effects of stronger emotion stimuli

in our future research, as they could either enhance the

SSVEP, or suppress it by diverting attentional and other

brain resources.

Fig. 2
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Affective steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) video stimuli depicting face emotions of joy and anger evoked significantly stronger brain
responses than their neutral blurred versions with concealed facial features, or a standard reversing checkerboard. The figure shows the strength of
the occipital SSVEP activity immediately after onset. Statistical comparisons were made among all stimulus types using both the normalized single-
trial phase-locking value variability measure (a) and the wavelet narrowband energy variability measure (b). PLV, phase-locking value.
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Although we have used signal energy measures success-

fully in our earlier studies [6,18–21] and in the BCI

research presented here, we show in this paper that a

properly defined single-trial phase-locking measurement

is an important alternative tool to detect reliably SSVEP

in a BCI setting. A strong phase reset in the cortex at the

observed flicker frequency followed by an increase in the

phase stability is a faster and more sensitive indicator

of SSVEP lock-in than the oscillation energy increase.

Nevertheless, for an optimal robust SSVEP BCI design, a

classification mechanism based on a parallel implementa-

tion of both phase-locking and energy variability tools

will offer best results in terms of signal sensitivity, elimina-

tion of competing brain transients in the critical SSVEP

frequency bands, and lower inter-participant variability.

Conclusion
Flickering video clips of joyful and angry human faces

were evaluated as novel affective SSVEP stimuli for

multicommand BCI, and compared with neutral blurred

faces and standard checkerboards. Our results show that

flickering emotional face videos may offer a more efficient

visual stimulation mode for neural applications such as

robust SSVEP BCI for the disabled and healthy popula-

tions, neurofeedback-based rehabilitation, and advanced

clinical tests that rely on SSVEP for diagnosis and probing

of brain functions.
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